
1 - 10 Meditation as received from Sifu Jerry Alan Johnson 

1 is Fun 
Smiling and relaxing down the front, back and center of the body 

2 is Shoe 
Energy expands and widens below reaching in all directions 

3 is Tree 
Root and plug into the core of the Earth 

4 is Core 
Draw the energy up form the Earth 
Bring it to the Lower Dantian (belly),  
Up legs, pelvis, spine, crown on inhale 
Down front to belly on exhale. 
Let the energy roll in the belly growing brighter. 
Place tongue at roof of mouth to help circuit. 
This fills body with Earth Qi 

5 Alive 
Energy rises up core to heart, expands heart 
Goes out Palms and hands 
Disperses throughout body 
Full circuit happens:  
Up from Earth 
Up the back 
Down the Front 
Rolls in belly 
Up to the Heart 
Out hands and throughout body 
Fills room 

6 is Thick 
Feel the energy around you rippling back on you.  
Connect to the thickness of the room and your place in it. 

7 is Heaven 
Grow taller and taller until you reach and plug into the Pole Star 
Waste is at the clouds 
Feet on the Earth 
Allow Celestial white light to flood your body 
Fills the core 
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8 is Gate 
All of the pores open as you draw energy in from above and below. 
Inhale from below and seal it in 
Exhale form above and seal it in  
Let the energies mix in your body as they activate toward the core 

9 is Shine 
Radiate out in all directions 
Dissolve into the core light of who you are 

10 Begin: The 3 Invocations 

Connect with and create your own as you desire 

1st Invocation  
Connects with the Divine 
Purification  
Surrender 
Forgiveness 

“I call upon the Divine presence that I am to purify my mind, my body and my 
ego.” 
“Not my will, Thy will” 

2nd Invocation 
Purify space, create a sanctuary 

Feel yourself teleported to a healing temple.  

Call on the guardians to help create the space.  

“From holy place to holy place make this a holy space.” 
“I call upon the guardians of the 4 directions, my guides and teachers to cleanse 
and purify this space for the highest of healings.” 

3rd Invocation 
Embody you + The Divine 

“May my actions reflect the energy of the Divine” 
“I call upon the Divine presence that I am to fill me with overflowing energy, 
compassion and love.”
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